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how did you make the changes? you started with the vista theme and then you made changes to the media center.
you went through all the settings and made changes to make the media center elements come out that you liked.
now if only microsoft would stop removing features from the os, and provide a grace period for some of the older,
less secure products like xp. as things stand, their software does not meet the requirements of its own operating
system. i hope microsoft realizes that it is their own fault for not providing extended support for such antiquated

software. they should be penalized by reworking some aspect of the os to make sure all products they create now
meet their own security standards. wow. this just so happened to be posted just as i was discovering armitage. the

one thing i could not understand was whether newer os's such as windows 7 can be exploited, and whether the
firewall kills any hope of exploitation. tried out armitage on my buddy's computer; windows 7 with the firewall on,
but no av, and it kept telling me that almost all ports are closed, and scans gave me practically nothing. could you
please put up a tut for browser exploits or something similar, because unless you are running xp with no firewall on

the machine, i don't know what i'm doing. wow. this just so happened to be posted just as i was discovering
armitage. the one thing i could not understand was whether newer os's such as windows 7 can be exploited, and

whether the firewall kills any hope of exploitation. tried out armitage on my buddy's computer; windows 7 with the
firewall on, but no av, and it kept telling me that almost all ports are closed, and scans gave me practically nothing.
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